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ABSTRACT

Diabetes is a serious group of diseases that can cause many complicated problems including sudden

mortality. Glycated hemoglobin tests are considered as a reliable tool to diagnose diabetes. To estimate amount

of glycated hemoglobin (HbA1c) present in Red Blood Cells (RBCs) optically, the molar absorption coefficient

of HbA1c is necessary. We calculate the molar absorption coefficient of HbA1c from percent transmittance

spectrum of HbA1c dissolved in water and calibrate the values for a range with molar absorption coefficients

of glycated hemoglobin at 535nm Green light and 593nm Yellow light references. We estimate the molar

absorption coefficient in the range of 300nm to 1100nm, and we have got a characteristic peak of HbA1c at

411nm ( ) and two more peaks at 540nm ( ) and

576nm ( ), respectively. The characteristic and secondary peaks found in our study

are verified with previous studies and found consistent with them. The calculated molar absorption coefficient

from Near UV to shortwave NIR range can enable the way of non-invasive estimation of HbA1c.

Key Words : Molar absorption coefficient, glycated hemoglobin, HbA1c, absorption spectrum, percent

transmission

Ⅰ. Introduction

In general, diabetes mellitus is a chronic group

of diseases. These refer to the abnormal usage of

blood sugar in human body[1]. In 2014, around

422 million people all around the world was

affected by this deadly disease[2]. There are two

types of diabetes - type 1 diabetes and type 2

diabetes. Both of them results in building up of

sugar in the bloodstream. Severe diabetes patients

also prone to Cardiovascular diseases[3], Nerve

damage[4], Eye damage[5], bacterial and fungal

infections of skin and respiratory system[6,7],

Kidney damage[8] as well as Alzheimer’s

disease[9]. So, frequent monitoring of diabetes

patients is necessary to control blood sugar level.

Apart from the chronic group, there are also two

potentially reversible diabetes conditions –

prediabetes and gestational diabetes.

To diagnose diabetes, random blood sugar test,

fasting blood sugar test and oral glucose tolerance

tests are used medically[10-12]. All of these

methods use blood sample to estimate the glucose

amount in blood. Commonly available glucose

measuring systems are mostly based on

electrochemical sensors. These sensors are usually
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enzymatic and non-enzymatic and are highly

accurate in terms of estimating blood glucose[13].

But finger pricking has some long-term

disadvantages that includes tissue damage,

recursive pain and increased risk of infection

formation. Similarly, invasive continuous blood

glucose monitors are inserted into subcutaneous

tissue for getting close to the interstitial fluid

(ISF). These types of sensors are also prone to

errors due to movement and environmental noise

caused by the Tx-Rx system and for the wireless

data transmission mechanism.

Recently non-invasive techniques are emerging as

an alternative to invasive methods to estimate

glucose in a blood stream[14]. Among these

technologies, bodily fluids (i.e. saliva, sweat, breath

etc.), and tissues (i.e. skin) are used with painless

contact sensors for glucose estimation[15]. Another

form of non-invasive technology is optical

estimation of glucose in blood stream. But

estimating glucose optically could not produce

reliable results[16].

In another method of diabetes diagnosis,

estimation of HbA1c is performed[17]. When sugar

is exposed for long terms in the blood stream,

glycated hemoglobin (HbA1c) is formed. HbA1c

formation is an irreversible process called

Glycation. This glycated hemoglobin can be

present in the blood for about 120 days (about 4

months), related to the average life-span of

hemoglobin cells. It is important to note that

Glucose level represents instantaneous blood sugar

level, so there is a great difference between

pre-meal and post-meal levels, whereas HbA1c

represents an average blood sugar level for 3 to 4

months, and has no relation with meals or daily

routine. For these reasons, HbA1c concentration

can be an important marker of long-term average

glucose availability in blood stream, which is a

reliable tool in the diagnosis of diabetes.

As the amount of glycated hemoglobin in

blood changes very slowly (in about 3 months’

span), it is not prone to sudden change in the

range of hours due to lifestyle changes or fasting.

According to American Diabetic Association

(ADA), presence of HbA1c more than 6.5%

among all total hemoglobin in blood stream is

diagnosed as a diabetic patient[18].

There are many methods of estimating HbA1c

levels in blood stream. High performance liquid

chromatography, capillary electrophoresis etc. are

used for in-Lab experiments to estimate HbA1c

levels. These techniques involve blood samples

from the patients.

Among all these invasive methods, the

high-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) is

considered the gold standard for HbA1c

estimation. In this method, the blood sample is

collected and pressurized through a column of

absorbent material (e.g., silica, divinylbenzene,

etc.). This column of absorbent material changes

the motion of the individual components of the

blood solution due to individual components’ size,

ionization state, and many other factors. This

process enables the separation of individual

components from a blood solution (in this case,

HbA1c). After the column, a detector is placed to

measure the presence and concentration of

individual compounds in a solution in terms of

“time to travel” and “area under curve”.

In medical applications, Photoplethysmography

(PPG) is an optical measurement method that can

be obtained noninvasively[19,20]. To form a PPG

waveform, optoelectronic components are required.

These components contain a light source that

illuminates the tissue (e.g., the skin) and a

photodetector (PD) that measures variations in

blood volume through a change in light intensity.

PPG signals have been used to detect heart

rate[21], respiration rate[22], and blood

oxygenation[23,24] from the human body. In this

paper, we focus on the estimation of the molar

absorption coefficient of HbA1c for non-invasive

optical estimation of HbA1c levels. This work is

the detailed extension of our previous work in

[25].

As photoplethysmographic signals are a direct

result of the change in volume of blood, the

signal can be utilized to measure the individual

components of the blood solution consisting
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HbA1c compounds. As we know, PPG signals are

optical signals. So, reverse calculation of the

optical interactions in a solution can be utilized to

estimate the HbA1c level in a practical scenario.

Estimation of molar absorption coefficient of

HbA1c enables the possibility of calculating the

optical interactions, hence calculating the HbA1c

level.

Though, the molar absorption coefficient of

HbA1c is required to estimate HbA1c in a

non-invasive way with PPG signals, the HPLC

method described before does not depend on this

coefficient value. This is due to the HPLC

method depends on the molecular structure and

interactions of the individual components of the

solution with the absorbent material. But in

contrast with the PPG, the HPLC method does

not depend on the optical interactions with the

solution itself.

1.1 Estimation of HbA1c from PPG Signal
The method of estimation of HbA1c from PPG

signal is based on [26], which is derived from

Beer-Lambert law of light absorption. In a

homogenous solution of different absorbents, the

Beer-Lambert law[27] states that

(1)

where is the total absorption of the solution,

number of attenuating species, is the molar

absorption coefficient , is the molar

concentration of the attenuator . Now

applying this (1) in the case of blood, letting

blood as a homogenous mixture of different types

of hemoglobin. The types of hemoglobin to

consider in our case are HbO (Oxy-hemoglobin),

HHb (Deoxy-hemoglobin) and HbA1c (Glycated

hemoglobin). The HbA1c component considered in

this study consists of 98% oxygenated and 2%

deoxygenated variant of glycated hemoglobin.

Now first we have to define the percentage

definition of HbA1c and SpO2.

(2)

(3)

And from (1) we can write for the

homogenous mixture of those hemoglobin cells

(4)

Now if the sample is measured from two

distances and subtracted from each other, then the

(4) becomes,

(5)

where, ;

The and can be described as the optical

path length at systolic and diastolic points,

respectively. Now if the sample is measured with

two different wavelengths as well as different

lengths, (5) is modified as,

(6)

(7)

Now we define the ratio of these two

equations as .

(8)

The (2) and (3) can be rewritten as

(9)

(10)

(11)

(12)

Now (9) and (10) can be rewritten as
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(13)

(14)

Now replacing the parameters in (8) from (11),

(12), (13) and (14) we get

(15)

where ,

Now the (15) can be rewritten as

(16)

Now from the definition of ratio (8) we can

state from (1) that

(17)

So, from this equation we can see that the

sensor input intensities can be directly used to

calculate the ratio . So, we can say,

(18)

(19)

Note that HbA1c and SpO2 can be obtained by

solving the simultaneous equations of and ,

and the values of molar absorption coefficients

are required.

Solving the simultaneous equations (18) and

(19) leads to the equations for calculating HbA1c

and SpO2 values,

(20)

(21)

1.2 The experimental setup
The molar absorption coefficient of equation

can be determined after setting up a sophisticated

experimental setup in a controlled room

environment, which is collected from [28]. In

[28], the authors show the experimental setup to

measure the molar absorption coefficient for Hb

and HbO2 for near-IR (NIR) wavelengths. And

after obtaining control glycohemoglobin solutions,

the molar absorption coefficient can be estimated

by sets of LEDs and PDs of different

wavelengths.

Ⅱ. Methodology

To estimate the absorption coefficients of

different hemoglobin molecules, understanding the

dissimilarities among molecular structures is

important. Different structures of hemoglobin

molecule result in distinctive characteristic peaks

in absorption coefficients, though the shape of

absorption spectrum mostly remains the same. In

adult humans, the structure of hemoglobin

(Hemoglobin A) consists of four globular protein

subunits (denoted as two and two subunits). Each

subunit is tightly associated with a Heme group.

The protein chain is formed as an alpha-helix

structure, which contains a pocket to strongly bind

the Heme group.

The Heme group contains Iron (Fe) covalently

bound with Nitrogen (N) atoms. These Fe (in

Fe2+ state) atoms bind with the oxygen molecule

for oxygen transportation. Fig. 1(a) and 1(b)

shows the deoxy and oxy-hemoglobin structure,

respectively.

Protein glycation is a very common occurrence

in human body. But for prolonged exposure of

sugar molecules (glucose, fructose and galactose)

cause spontaneous binding with hemoglobin. This

non-enzymatic reaction occurs between N-end of

globin and monosaccharide (i.e. glucose). The

higher the sugar level exposes in the blood; the
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(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 1. Molecular structures of (a) Deoxy-hemoglobin, (b) Oxy-hemoglobin and (c) Glycated Hemoglobin. Globular proteins
are shown as cartoon and surface. Heme groups are shown as sticks, Oxygen molecules are shown as spheres and,
Glucose/Fructose molecules are shown as dotted spheres.

Fig. 2. Experimental Setup for intensity measurement

more glycated hemoglobin molecules are

produced. Fig. 1(c) shows the glycated

hemoglobin structure.

So, it can be clearly seen that the Oxy- and

Deoxy-hemoglobin molecules differ in Heme

group bond with Oxygen molecule and glycated

hemoglobin differs in added monosaccharide. So,

their absorption spectrum will be slightly different

based on the additional molecules and quantum

energy states of the atoms in the hemoglobin

molecules.

To estimate the molar absorption coefficient of

glycated hemoglobin, a control solution is

necessary. There are many control solutions

available for HbA1c. Among those Control FD

Glycohemoglobin A1c Level-2 (Audit

MicroControls) and pure HbA1c control solution

(Lee Biosolutions, Inc.) are common. According

to [27], these samples are then sandwiched

between cover glass and poly prep slides as

shown in Fig. 2.

Beer-Lambert law[27], is the linear relationship

between absorbance and concentration of an

absorbing species. The general Beer-Lambert law

is usually written as (1), where A is the

measured absorbance, is the molar absorbtivity

(absorption coefficient), c is the concentration of

the compound in solution, and d is the optical

path length.

Many compounds absorb ultraviolet (UV) or

visible light. Figure 2 shows a beam of

monochromatic radiation of radiant intensity I0,

directed at a sample solution. Absorption takes

place and the beam of radiation leaving the

sample has radiant intensity I. The amount of

radiation absorbed may be measured in a number

of ways:

Transmittance,  (22)

% Transmittance (23)

Absorbance,

(24)

From (24), we can easily calculate absorbance

from percentage transmittance data.

The control solutions used contains water as a

solvent. Having both the percent transmittance of

water and HbA1c solution for the same optical
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path length, the absorption of each part can be

calculated from the percent Transmittance by

using (24) resulting in (25) and (26), respectively.

(25)

(26)

Then according to Beer Lambert Law, from

(1), the absorption coefficient is -

(27)

Now, we can write the full equation of

absorption of the solution as,

(28)

This equation can be rewritten for the

absorption of HbA1c as,

(29)

Calculating absorption of a material in the

manner, causes scaling error if the transmittance

values are normalized. So, now we denote the

actual value of absorption of HbA1c as

and we can let,

(30)

If the transmittance values are not normalized,

then the value of is taken as 1 and for any other

normalization factors the coefficient would have a

non-unit value. For both of the cases (normalized

or actual percent transmittance values) the

following equation will satisfy. Now, from (1) we

can also replace from (30) as,

(31)

And for the same solution used in the

experiment, the molar concentration and the

optical path remains the same. So we can also

take these two parameters of (31) as a constant.

So, we can also write

(32)

(33)

Now, we can state that, any value of

absorption of HbA1c at a certain wavelength is

directly proportional to the molar absorption

coefficient of HbA1c of that exact wavelength as

shown in (34). The (34) can be rewritten for two

different wavelengths as (35) shown below,

(34)

(35)

Now, if any reference molar absorption

coefficient value is known for any wavelength,

the molar absorption coefficient for the full

spectrum can be calculated by the following

equation,

(36)

Ⅲ. Results and Discussion

According to [29,30], the percent transmittance

of HbA1c solution and water can be found for a

wavelength range of 300nm to 1100 nm. Fig. 3

illustrates the percent transmittance plots of water

and HbA1c in water.

In [31], the authors designed a sensor to

estimate glycated hemoglobin levels and measured

the molar absorption coefficient of HbA1c at two

wavelengths of light (535nm and 593nm). They

used both 8% and 13% control solution

(ControlFD Glycohemoglobin A1c Level-2) to

estimate the molar absorption coefficients for

those two wavelengths. The molar absorption

coefficient values are given below,
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Fig. 3. Percent transmittance of water and HbA1c
solution.

Fig. 4. Molar absorption coefficient of Deoxy-hemoglobin, oxy-hemoglobin and glycated hemoglobin.

(37)

(38)

(39)

(40)

These four values of molar absorption

coefficients are used as references to calculate the

molar absorption coefficient for 300nm to 1100nm

using (36).

Utilizing (29), the absorbance of the HbA1c

component is calculated from the total absorbance

of the HbA1c solution, where the absorbance of

the water for that specific solution is known.

After that, the reference HbA1c molar absorption

coefficient values (37)-(40) are provided in (36)

to calculate the coefficient values for the range of

wavelengths.

The estimated molar absorption coefficient for

300nm to 1100nm is depicted in Fig. 4 alongside

with the molar absorption coefficient of Oxy- and

Deoxy-hemoglobin molecules.

In the range of 300nm to 1100nm we obtained

a characteristic peak of molar absorption

coefficient of HbA1c at 411nm consisting the

mean value of and standard

deviation of .

Other two peaks are detected at 540nm and

576nm having mean of and

and, standard deviation of
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and

respectively. The peaks found in this experiment

(at 411nm, 540nm and, 576nm respectively) are

found consistent with [32], [33].

Ⅳ. Conclusion

In this research, we have focused on the

estimation of the molar absorption coefficient of

HbA1c. HbA1c is an important marker for

diabetes diagnosis. And the molar absorption

coefficient is important for non-invasive estimation

of the total amount of glycated hemoglobin

present in blood stream. We calibrated the molar

absorption coefficient of HbA1c and compared

with the known peak points of other studies.

According to our results we have got the

characteristic peaks which are consistent with

previous studies, but absorption spectrum needs to

be investigated further for wavelengths above

650nm (SW-NIR range). The characteristic peak is

found at 411nm. And next two peaks are found

at 540nm and 576nm respectively.
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